
ESL WRITING A BIOGRAPHY WORKSHEET

Multiple Choice questions about the Biography of Martin Luther King Jr. 4, Downloads. JKRowling written
comprehension and grammar - ESL worksheets.

If you prefer, have your students use the handout and links to perform the research -- then create "newspapers"
that reveal facts about the days that they were born. Accounts do not automatically renew. Who can wait to
find out the name of the next sports figure who will appear on a box of Wheaties? When a story is about
someone else's life, the "auto" is taken out and it's called a biography. Though students may initially view
them as dull, biographies are the stuff that great classroom activities are made of -- history, honesty, and
heroism. Imagine a celebrity guest. The possibilities are endless! If you are not interested in this topic, there
are other worksheets available too. With the help of the Internet, every teacher can bring biographies into their
classrooms! Since everyone has a favorite celebrity, try to include them in class from time to time. Among its
multiple applications, the Mystery Cube helps students identify mystery elements, practice using vocabulary
from this popular genre, and sort and summarize information. Have students take out writing materials.
Created with intermediate learners in mind, there are no activities included but since the reading material has
already been created, this is a good start on a lesson about this famous young couple. When he or she has
made a choice, the student should write an introduction for this figure and tell about his or her
accomplishments and what he or she will be discussing during the visit. Encourage students to begin with
when and where they were born. The interactive Cube Creator offers four options: Bio Cube: This option
allows students to develop an outline of a person whose biography or autobiography they have just read; it can
also be used before students write their own autobiography. Ask the students what is usually included in a
biography. However, you can renew your account at any time at a discount to our regular rates. How many
amazing kids do your students know? This celebrity worksheet , for example, contains the biographies of
Prince William and Kate Middleton who fascinated people around the world as they prepared for their
elaborate wedding. In Time magazine's The Most Influential People of the 20th Century , the names of
influential people are organized into groups and ranked in order of their importance. Poetry writing may seem
dull to some students but not when it is combined with a biography! Summarizing information is an important
postreading and prewriting activity that helps students synthesize what they have learned. Tell students that a
biography is often found on the flap of a book or at the very end of the book.


